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 I am writing in response to the article which was printed in the August 1994 issue of the 

Beacon Lights titled “Erasmus of Rotterdam.” I do not agree with what the author of that article 

wrote concerning Erasmus. For that reason, I have several comments to make concerning this 

article and some questions for the author of that article. 

 In the first place, the rubric under which the article appeared, namely “Winds of 

Doctrine,” is a rubric which deals with heretics that the Church has confronted, and condemned, 

in history. You did not, however, treat Erasmus as a heretic, but as a fairly good man. Do you 

really believe that Erasmus was a man who aided the church and who should be an example for 

us to follow? 

 I do not! Erasmus was a heretic. Erasmus, being a Humanist, believed in the dominance 

of reason over and above faith. Erasmus sought to synthesize faith and reason, and this is not 

possible. Doing so is attempting to synthesize the church and the world, Christianity and 

Humanism. How can this man be an example to follow and teach us that "Christians must argue 

in love”? 

 Secondly, you point out in your article that disagreement existed between Luther and 

Erasmus. That is correct. But you paint a picture of Erasmus as the good guy, and you call 

Luther a “radical” who “wanted to split up the church.” You even imply that Luther argued in 

“evil ways.” 

 I find this to be an unfair attack on Luther. Luther was indeed vehement in his speech, but 

he was so in defense of the truth, and not for any other reason. To Luther, the truth was 

everything, and he could not and did not tolerate the errors taught by Erasmus and others. It was 

Luther whom God used to bring about the much needed Reformation of the church. Luther had 

to stand alone against the whole Church of his day. Only a man with Luther’s strong personality 

could, from a human point of view, do this. God used a man with Luther’s strong personality to 

accomplish His purposes in reforming His church. 

 Another point which I would like to clarify is in connection with what you say in your 

article concerning the dispute between Calvinists and Arminians over free will. 

 You state that Erasmus believed that Augustinian determinism (I understand you to mean 

by this, Augustine’s view of God’s sovereign determination of all things) means that there is no 

human responsibility and that everything happens by fate. And you add that “this objection to 

Augustinian theology has never been answered sufficiently by any theologian.” You also state 

that this objection is something that Calvinist apologists have tried to answer throughout the 

centuries. 

 Is that really true? Aren’t you ignoring the whole Reformed tradition from Augustine 

through Calvin, the Synod of Dordt, and to the present, including our own history as Protestant 

Reformed Churches? The Reformed faith has always opposed and answered the notion that man 

has a “free will,” for it has always had to refute the idea that man has a choice to make in his 

salvation. At the same time, the Church has always maintained human responsibility. Indeed, 

much has been said and written concerning this objection, and I believe it has been sufficiently 

answered. 

 What about our confessions and creeds? What about the Canons of Dordt, Second Head 

of Doctrine, Rejection of Errors 3 & 6? What about Article 14 of our Belgic Confession of Faith 



which points out that man does not have a free will, “since man is but a slave to sin: and has 

nothing of himself, unless it is given from heaven”? 

 And what about our own P.R. preaching and teaching? We believe and teach that God is 

sovereign, that man has no free will, but that man is nevertheless responsible. Take a look, for 

example, at Herman Hoeksema’s The Protestant Reformed Churches in America. In Part Two, 

Section 5, Question 16 of that book, Hoeksema answers thoroughly the following question: “Do 

you, however, by so strictly maintaining the sovereignty of God over all things, not deny the 

responsibility of man?” 

 Luther was correct, and not Erasmus. Luther, as you pointed out, believed that man is in 

bondage to sin and can only choose sin. Yes, “God predestines everything that occurs” and 

“humans are not the first cause of their choices.” Fallen and sinful man does not have a free will, 

for he can only sin. 

 If, as you say, Erasmus held to and defended the Arminian view of man having a free 

will, Erasmus was a heretic! 

 If we wish to talk about examples to follow, I would much rather have the courage of a 

zealous Luther defending the faith than be a “gentleman and a chicken” like Erasmus. 
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